100.1d Gunja * Warrego River from Cunnamulla to Augathella, Cheepie, Morven & Angellala ('RLS')

Gunja (GB, AIAS), Gunja (AC, orig. AIAS), Kunya (SAW), Kunja (O'G, 'RLS')

Breen has been collecting useful amounts (1970-1) but the death of the main informant in 1972 has left some major morphological problems unsolved. It shares 62% common vocabulary with Bidjara.

'man' : mardi (GR)

100.1e Marganj * Quilpie to Cheepie, Paroo River to Buloo, on Bulloo River, at Dynever Downs & Ardoch (AC)

Marenganji (T), Marngany(i) (SAW), Marganj (O'G, 'RLS'), Marganj (AC, GB, AIAS), Margany (GB), Malganj, Marigan (Holmer)

Marganj together with Gunja differs from other members of the subgroup in that it has phonemic opposition between voiced and voiceless stops. Breen has a fair corpus of material and Holmer has also collected. Breen considers it and Gunja (79% shared vocabulary) to be dialects of a different but closely related language to Bidjara. It may be still possible to add to the corpus.

'man' : mardi (GB)

100.2a* Wadjalang ? South of Gunggari territory, from Quilpie north to Tambo (T's map)

Wadjalang (AC, SAW, GB, AIAS), Wadjelang (T, O'G, 'RLS')

A vocabulary in 'AR' by Ahern of the 'Yangeeburra Tribe' (No. 153, 111, p.72) may be this dialect. (GB) Breen found no trace of it and wonders if it ever existed as a separate tribal entity. However it is retained here on the basis of Tindale's map.
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